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Abstract
The importance of implementing recommender systems has significantly increased during the last decade. The
majority of available recommender systems do not offer clients the ability to make selections based on their
choices or desires. This has motivated the development of a web based recommender system in order to
recommend products to users and customers. The new system is an extension of an online application previously
developed for online shopping under constraints and preferences. In this work, the system is enhanced by
introducing a learning component to learn user preferences and suggests products based on them. More precisely,
the new component learns from other customers’ preferences and makes a set of recommendations using data
mining techiques including classification, association rules and cluster analysis techniques. The results of
experimental tests, conducted to evaluate the performance of this component when compiling a list of
recommendations, are very promising.
Keywords: preference learning, recommender system, artificial intelligence, E-commerce, data mining
1. Introduction
Designing an appropriate recommender system, to meet the business needs of clients is the first and foremost
consideration of this research. A recommender system for online shopping, based on preference learning, is a
potential tool for business development and marketing. In this paper, an online shopping system is extended and
based on preference elicitation (Alanazi, Mouhoub, & Mohammed, 2012; Mouhoub, Mohammed, & Alanazi,
2012), to recommend products based on customer suggestions. Recommender systems have significantly
increased in the past decade. Preference learning in a recommender system is considered one of the most popular
and significant techniques from Information Filtering (Eaton & Wagstaff, 2006; Gemmis, Iaquinta, Lops, Musto,
Narducci, & Semeraro, 2009). Information filtering assists in the removal of insignificant information and
content that does not need to be stored in a customer profile. When a recommender system is applied, for
instance, to learn the interests of users (Eaton & Wagstaff, 2006; Gemmis et al., 2009), it will study and learn
some of the user’s behavioural aspects in order to generate and recommend a list of products (Eaton & Wagstaff,
2006; Gemmis et al., 2009). Learning the user’s preferences is one technique to discover the best outcomes to
recommend items (Eaton & Wagstaff, 2006; Gemmis et al., 2009).
Currently, it is important for clients to be assisted with their choices due to the exponential increase in existing
data (Gemmis et al., 2009). Adaptive tools, algorithms, and user profiles (Gemmis et al., 2009) are the three most
significant components for designing and managing personalized recommendations. The popular recommender
systems approaches are Content-Based, Collaborative, Demographic, Knowledge-Based and Hybrid (Suguna &
Sharmila, 2013; Tran, Phung, & Venkatesh, 2012; Gemmis et al., 2009). There are many techniques for learning
user profiles including probabilistic approaches, neural networks, decision trees and association rules
(Deshpande & Karypis, 2004; Gemmis et al., 2009).
The idea of preference learning is easy to understand but challenging to implement. A line of investigation is
presented as follows: “Can we learn, and know the preferences of users especially when there are missing data”?
Also, “Are there any application platforms or recommender system for online shopping based on learning
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preferencees”? Accordingg to the currennt position in thhe field, the annswer is no. Inn addition, there do not appe
ear to
be any recommender sysstems represennting both num
meric (quantitattive) and ordinnal (qualitativee) preferences.
Preferencee interactive systems
s
includde recommendder systems; F
For instance, A
Amazon.com and Netflix which
w
recommennd products baased on a clieent’s similaritiies to other clients or view
wed products aand conversattional
applicationns which interract with the client with a simple dialoggue to executee a task (Alannazi, Mouhou
ub, &
Mohammeed, 2012). However, Amazoon.com and N
Netflix cannot handle the coonstraints and different form
ms of
preferencees such as nuumeric (quanttitative) and ordinal (qualiitative) preferrences. As w
well, their learrning
preferencee components are
a limited in comparison too the learning ppreferences coomponents, connstraints and forms
f
of prefereences in the present
p
researcch. Also, theyy ask clients qquestions thatt may not hellp them state their
preferencees. Table 1 lissts some interaactive systems along with their parameteers for handliing constraintss and
forms of ppreferences in comparison
c
to our online shoopping system
m.
Table 1. Comparison in terms
t
of types of informationn

The new llearning compponent added tto the presentt online shoppping system w
will learn somee of the custom
mers’
preferencees by applying data mining aassociation rulees and using thhe AprioriTid aalgorithm in orrder to provide
e and
recommennd products to users. The m
main objective is to recommeend products tto customers uusing two diffferent
methods. The first metthod learns soome of the user’s preferennces and recom
mmends prodducts based on
n the
preferencees. The seconnd method reccommends prroducts based on the user ’s preferencess by applying
g the
AprioriTidd algorithm annd data miningg association ruules. The systtem generates general recom
mmendations fo
or all
customers with the ApriioriTid algoritthm which revviews all transsactions to corrrelate frequennt itemsets betw
ween
customers.
The follow
wing article iss organized ass follows. A bbrief introducttion and descrription of prefference learnin
ng is
presented in the followiing section. Thhe data miningg techniques aare discussed with exampless in section 3.. The
descriptionn and methodoology of the prroposed system
m are respectivvely presentedd is sections 4 aand 5. In section 6,
the results of the experim
ments are preseented to evaluaate the perform
mance of the reecommender ccomponent. Section
6 summariizes the researcch contributionns and suggestts some future directions.
2. Prefereence Learningg
The work on preferencee learning is m
mostly focused on rankings oover individuaal items and paairwise prefere
ences
(Furnkranzz & Hallermeeier, 2010). Itt has gained significant atttention in thee area of artiificial intelligence,
especially in the last few
w years. It invvolves knowleddge and learniing from explaanations that eexpose inform
mation
and know
wledge about the
t preferencees of a persoon or group oof people (Fuurnkranz & H
Hallermeier, 2010).
Processingg knowledge representing
r
prreferences perm
mits anyone too state desiress in a declaratiive method to have
qualitativee and quantitattive forms of reeasoning. It deeals with excepptions and varriations in a fleexible manner. This
leads to thhe creation andd implementattion of modelss to learn the ppreferences off users, and might be utilized for
prediction of preferencees (Furnkranz & Hallermeier, 2010). Thee idea of prefference learninng is very easy to
understandd but hard to manage
m
and im
mplement. Inddeed, every prroblem of learnning preferencces depends on
n the
number off dimensions used
u
to show the set of poteential preferennces (Eaton & Wagstaff, 2006; Gemmis et
e al.,
2009). Forr instance, whhen the user w
would like to ppurchase a lapptop or desktopp computer, aand the only option
consideredd is the user’s budget, the reecommendationns provided too the user are ggoing to be eaasy to provide since
there is juust one dimennsion. If there are more opttions, such as the size of tthe memory oor the speed of the
processor, the problem becomes
b
hardeer in terms of managing useer preferences in an effectivee way. A meth
hod is
needed to consider all thhe options andd generate a lisst of recommenndations to thee user. Feedbacck is required from
the user inn order to gainn information about user prreferences to m
model the prefferences by uttilizing a particular
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representation. The information can be processed with machine learning techniques in order to learn user
preferences for use in the recommendation procedure (Eaton & Wagstaff, 2006; Gemmis et al., 2009).
3. Data Mining Techniques
Data mining is the field of extracting valuable information and knowledge from large amounts of data stored in
databases. It is the process of finding out formerly unknown, useful and valuable patterns from a large amount of
data stored in a database (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005; Han & Kamber, 2006).
Database mining deals with the data stored in a database administration scheme/system. The tools and
techniques for data mining identify business trends which may occur in the future. It also answers many
questions of businesses with regard to time consumption for decision making (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010). There
are two significant reasons why data mining has attracted and gained a lot of attention in the last few years (Kaur
& Aggarwal, 2010; Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005). It has the capability to store and collect a large amount of
data while this storage quickly increases every day. As a result of improvements in processing power, there is the
potential to store a large amount of relevant data which can be processed anytime. The most significant reason is
the need to transform data into useful and valuable knowledge and information (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Tan,
Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005; Han & Kamber, 2006). Data mining examines databases in order to discover hidden
patterns and valuable information that sometimes experts may not observe as it occurs outside their expectations
(Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005). The discovered patterns are accessible to the user
and could be stored as new information in the information database (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Han & Kamber,
2006; Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011).
3.1 Data Mining Association Rules
Association rule mining (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005; Han & Kamber, 2006) is a
data mining task for finding and discovering hidden associations between items in a transaction. It is a
well-known technique to find and discover interesting and attractive relationships between variables and items in
large databases (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Han & Kamber, 2006). This method relies on the extraction of an
association rule with algorithmic techniques such as the FP-tree, Apriori and AprioriTid algorithms to obtain and
generate the appropriate association rules between items in a transaction (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010; Han &
Kamber, 2006; Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011). More precisely, it is based on association rule evolution by utilizing
different measures such as support and confidence factors. Support (s) defines how frequently a rule is
appropriate, and applicable to a particular data set, whereas confidence (c) defines how often items in set B
appear in transactions containing set A (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005). The next two equations are the formal
definitions for support (s) and confidence (c) (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005):
→

∪

→

∪

/
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/
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where s is a support and c is a confidence. A and B are sets, and T is a transaction.
confidence count and
is the union count of A:
|

|

∈

|

is the support and
(3)

Association rules are utilized in several areas, such as “medical diagnosis and research, website navigation
analysis, churn analysis and prevention, market basket analysis, and retail data analysis” (Kaur & Aggarwal,
2010; Han & Kamber, 2006; Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011). A classic example is the market basket analysis where
retailers identify and analyze what customers would like or prefer to purchase to find an association between
items that customers have purchased. Retailers can identify frequent items between customers to aid and assist
them in order to plan diverse item placement, advertising and inventory administration (Kaur & Aggarwal, 2010;
Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005; Han & Kamber, 2006). There are many algorithmic techniques used for
association rule mining. The most popular are the Apriori, AprioriTid, Partition, FP growth, and Eclat algorithms
(Hipp, G¨untzer, & Nakhaeizadeh, 2000).
3.1.1 Example of Data Mining Association Rules
Figure 1 shows an example of 10 transactions with 6 itemsets (Dell, Apple, Samsung, Sony, LG, Toshiba). In this
example, the method for computing and calculating the support (s), and confidence (c) from 10 transactions with
6 itemsets is shown. As mentioned in section 3.1, support (s) defines how frequently a rule is appropriate and
applicable to a particular data set, whereas confidence (c) defines how often items in Y appear in transactions
which contain X (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005). For example, {Apple, Samsung}  {LG}, where X =
{Apple, Samsung} AND Y = {LG}. The number of times the subsets {LG, Apple} and the subset {Samsung}
appear in 10 transactions is determined to calculate the support (s) for the following rule: {Apple, Samsung} 
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{LG}. Thee number of tim
mes X∪Y {A
Apple, Samsungg, LG} appearr together in thhe transactions table is divide
ed by
T which iss the total num
mber of transacttions (10) in thhe example.
∪

/ | |

,

,

/ | |

3/10

0..3

(4)

wing rule: {Appple, Samsung
g} 
Once the support is calculated, the coonfidence (c) is calculated for the follow
Apple, Samsunng, LG} appeaar together in the transactionns table divide
ed by
{LG}. Thee number of tiimes X∪Y {A
the numbeer of time the ittemsets of X {{Apple, Samsuung} appear toggether in the trransactions tabble.
∪

/

,

,

/

,

3/3
3

1

(5)

Table 2. 100 Transactionss with 6 itemseets

3.1.2 Aprioori Algorithm
The Aprioori algorithm (K
Kaur & Aggarrwal, 2010; Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011) iss one of the m
most significant and
classic alggorithmic techhniques for learning data m
mining associaation rules. Thhe main purpoose of the Ap
priori
algorithm is to discover associations between diffferent data setts. The Apriorri algorithm is implemented
d for
databases that have transsactions such aas a list of products or itemss that customerrs or buyers haave purchased from
any store oor supermarkett (Wu, Lu, Pann, Xu, & Jiangg, 2009). The m
main problem w
with the Aprioori algorithm iss that
it exchangges informationn with the dataabase in order tto compute thee number of trransactions forr each item to occur,
o
lowering iits efficiency (Li, He, & Lei,, 2005; Wu, Luu, Pan, Xu, & Jiang, 2009). The best soluution to this isssue is
to reduce tthe number off itemsets in the transactions,, and establishh a better way tto exchange innformation witth the
database inn order to com
mpute the num
mber of transacctions for eachh item to occuur (Li, He, & L
Lei, 2005; Wu
u, Lu,
Pan, Xu, & Jiang, 2009). The pseuddo code, whicch implementss the Apriori algorithm, to generate freq
quent
itemsets (T
Tan, Steinbachh, & Kumar, 22005) is presennted below.
denotes thee set of candiddate
and
inndicates the seet of frequent
. The algoriithm makes a single pass oover the datasset to
define the support for eaach item. Once the first stepp is completedd, the set of alll frequent 1
an
nd
will be reecognized. Then the algoritthm will iteraate in order too produce, annd create, a new candidate
using the freqquent
1
found in the pprevious step.
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In the folloowing examplee, the frequentt itemsets will be found using the aforemenntioned algoritthm. The following
steps, incluuding the list of transactions, are visualized in Figure 11. An item or iitemset is freqquent if it occu
urs at
least twicee. This is the geeneral rule in tthis example.
Step 1: Caalculate the num
mber of transaactions for eachh item to occurr.
Step 2: Reemove all the ittems that occuur less than twiice (the items aare identified iin red in Step 1 of Figure 2).
Step 3: Geenerate all the possible
p
pairs of itemsets in Step 2.
Step 4: Caalculate how many
m
times each pair occurs iin the list of traansactions. Foor instance, {A
A, L} occur together
in {A, L, S
SO} and {A, SA,
S L, D}, so thhey occur twicce in this exam
mple.
Step 5: Reemove all the ittem pairs appeearing less thann twice (identiified in red in S
Step 4).
Step 6: Prooduce a set of three distinct iitems from thee table in step 55.
Step 7: From step 6, callculate the num
mber of transaactions for {SA
A, L, D}. Therrefore, the set of three itemss that
are frequenntly together are
a {SA, L, D}.

Figgure 1. Examplle of the Aprioori algorithm
3.1.3 ApriooriTid Algorithhm
The ApriooriTid algorithm
m improves uppon the classic Apriori algoriithm for learniing data mininng association rules.
r
The main oobjective of thhe AprioriTid aalgorithm is too discover assoociations amonng different sets of data (Han, Pei,
& Yin, 20000; Wu, Lu, Pan, Xu, & Jiang, 2009).. A componennt is added too improve thee efficiency of the
AprioriTidd algorithm. A database is noot used to com
mpute the support or the num
mber of transacctions for each item
to occur aand it is only used
u
once in tthe first pass ((Kaur & Aggaarwal, 2010; W
Wu, Lu, Pan, X
Xu, & Jiang, 2009;
2
Agrawal & Srikant, 19994). Instead of using the dataabase every tim
me, it utilizes storage
. T
This storage is used
instead of the database to
t compute thee support eachh time (Wu, Luu, Pan, Xu, & Jiang, 2009; L
Li-jian, Li-cha
ao, &
shuang-yinng, 2003).
is {TID, set oof Itemsets}, w
where TID is thhe transaction number assocciated with the item
set or canndidate.
is the set of iteemsets, and
is the set of large K-iteemsets, and itt has two colu
umns
(itemsets aand support coount). Overall,
providess an advantagee for the in the AprioriTid aalgorithm as itt is a
more efficcient techniquue to avoid sccanning the ddatabase (Hippp, G¨untzer, & Nakhaeizaddeh, 2000; Li-jian,
Li-chao, & shuang-ying,, 2003). Howeever, the disadvvantage of the AprioriTid alggorithm is thatt a similar item
m will
appear in sseveral candiddate itemsets foor the transactiion in storage
and it will be repeatedlyy stored, increa
asing
the range of query dataa (Hipp, Güntzzer, & Nakhaeeizadeh, 2000;; Li-jian, Li-chhao, & shuangg-ying, 2003). The
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AprioTid aalgorithm is im
mplemented viaa the followingg steps (see alsso Figure 2):
An item orr itemset is freequent if it occuurs at least twiice. This is thee general rule iin this examplee.
Step 1: Creeate and build a set of {TID,, set of Itemsetts} for the firstt item set
Step2: Deffine the large first itemsets in
columns (iitemsets and suupport count).

with a minimum suppport = 2 (less than two occuurrences) with
h two

Step 3: Iniitiate the creatiion of pairs froom the first iteems (Apple). F
For instance, {{Apple, Samsuung}, {Apple, LG},
{Apple, D
Dell} and repeaat the operationn for the seconnd item (Samsuung). Produce the pairs and gget the outcom
mes in
.
Step 4: Chheck the itemssets in
round or sccan.

withh storage

in order to deefine

{TID
D, set of Itemseets} for the se
econd

Step 5: Staart the second round or scann in
to calcculate how ofteen each pair occurs togetherr to define the large
second itemsets in
w minimum
with
m support = 2 ((less than twoo occurrences) with two coluumns (itemsetss and
support coount).
Step 6: Deefine
and produce
p
a set oof three items ffrom
in orrder to define
{TID, set oof Itemsets} fo
or the
third roundd or scan. Addd one more ruule, which is tw
wo pairs with a similar first Alphabet. Theerefore, {Samssung,
LG} and {{Samsung, Delll} have the same first Alphaabet which produces {Samsuung, LG, Dell}.
Step 7: Thhe third round or
o scan is startted in
to calculate the nuumber of transactions for {Samsung, LG, Dell}
D
in order too define the laarge second iteemsets in
w
with minimum
m support = 2 (less than twoo occurrences) with
two colum
mns (itemsets and support ccount). Thereffore, the set oof three items that are frequuently together are
{Samsungg, LG, Dell}.

Figurre 2. Example of the AprioriTid algorithm
3.2 Data M
Mining Classiffication Techniique
The generreal definitionn of a classificcation techniqque is the opeeration of assigning items to single of many
m
predefinedd types (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 20005). Also, it is a general problem whiich includes many
m
applicationns (Tan, Steinnbach, & Kuumar, 2005). There are m
many methods and techniquues for solving a
classificatiion problem (Tan, Steinbachh, & Kumar, 22005). A classsification methhod, also calleed a classifier, is a
methodicaal technique foor constructingg classificationn models from
m an input dataa set (Tan, Steeinbach, & Ku
umar,
2005). Exaamples of such techniques iinclude “Rouggh set, supportt vector machiines, rule-baseed classifiers, naive
n
Bayes claassifiers, decission tree classsifiers, and neeural netwrokks” (Tan, Steinnbach, & Kum
mar, 2005). Every
E
technique for solving a classification
c
pproblem needss to employ a llearning algorithm in order tto identify a model
m
which cann best fit the asssociation betw
ween the class label for inserrting data and the attribute sset (Tan, Steinb
bach,
& Kumar, 2005). The main objective oof the learningg algorithm is tto construct moodels with suff
fficient capability to
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generalize (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005).
3.2.1 Exam
mple of Classiffication Technnique
A data miining classificaation techniquue is applied too the recomm
mender system in order to cllassify the use
ers as
groups bassed on their buudgets. Seven uusers have statted their budgeets in the colum
mn Budget of F
Figure 4. The users
are groupeed according to
t their budgeets, and once the recommennder system ggroups the useers, it recomm
mends
products aand items basedd on their budggets.
Table 3. Innformation andd budgets for 7 users

TID

First Name
N

Lasst Name

Email

Budget

1

Allan

Coo
oper

a@a.com

>500

2

John

Sm
mith

j@j.com

>1500

3

Zhang

Min
ng

z@z.com

>1000

4

Eisa

Ayeed

e@e.com

>1500

5

Yao

Hua

y@y.com

>500

6

Jonathan

Willliam

w@w.com

>1000

7

Bandarr

Ghalib

b@b.com

>500

3.3 Data M
Mining Clusterr Analysis Techhnique
The clusteer analysis tecchnique (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005)) splits data innto groups or clusters which
h are
useful or eexpressive. Thhe cluster analyysis techniquee groups data iitems accordinng to informatiion which has been
found in thhe data that define the items and their relattionships (Tan,, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005)). The main go
oal of
the clusterr analysis technnique is to sepparate the clusstering (Tan, Stteinbach, & K
Kumar, 2005). N
Nevertheless, there
are some ccases where thhe cluster anallysis techniquee is only usefuul for obtainingg a result for oother purposess; for
instance, ddata summarizzation (Tan, S
Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005). Cluster anaaylsis techniquues have play
yed a
significantt part in a widee variety of fieelds including machine learnning, informatiion retrieval, ppattern recognition,
statistics, psychology, biology,
b
data m
mining, and social science (Tan, Steinbaach, & Kumarr, 2005). There are
chical
several teechniques for cluster analyysis data minning includingg K-means aand Agglomerrative Hierarc
Clusteringg (Tan, Steinbaach, & Kumar, 2005).
3.3.1 Exam
mple of Cluster Analysis Tecchnique
A cluster analysis techhnique can bee applied to a recommendeer system to recommend pproducts based on
similaritiess between useers. The users are clustered when they haave similar prooducts in theirr wish list or if
i the
users purcchased many siimilar, or the same, productts. Then, the reecommender ssystem will reccommend prod
ducts
to the userrs who have purchased
p
sim
milar products. For example,, assume userss A and B havve purchased three
similar prooducts from Deell, and user A has purchasedd two more prooducts from A
Apple. User B hhas similaritiess user
A becausee they purchassed three simiilar products ffrom Dell, annd in this casee, the recomm
mender system
m will
recommennd two productts from Applee to user B. Thhe recommendder system doees the same iff users have sim
milar
products inn their basket. The recommeender system uuses a basic K-m
means algorithhm to execute the cluster ana
alysis
technique. The followingg algorithm deescribes the bassic K-means aalgorithm (Tan,, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005)).
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4. System Description
Our propoosed recommennder system haas been implem
mented using thhe following toools and enviroonment.


Prograamming languuages: JavaScriipt, ASP.NET, C#, and HTM
ML.



Tools and environm
ments: Microsofft Visual Studiio 2010 and 20012 “ASP.NET
T - C#”.



Databbase system: SQ
QL Server Dattabase 2012.



Windoows operating system supporting .NET Ruuntime Versionn ASP.NET 4, and PHP Verssion (PHP 5.2, PHP
5.3).

As illustraated in Figure 3,
3 the online shhopping system
m is designed w
with three layeers.
The first laayer is a graphhic user interfa
face where the user can regisster or create a new accountt in order to sign in
and use thhe system’s feaatures. Figures 9 and 12 beloong to this layeer. This layer aalso shows thee results of the
e user
queries annd additional information. T
The user can choose the rrepresentation or elicitation of preference
es or
learning off preferences as
a the system llearns the userr’s preferencess (Figure 6 proovides a screennshot of the gra
aphic
user interfface).
The second layer is a buusiness layer w
where the user ccan interact orr deal with twoo types or pagees. The first pa
age is
the Quantiitative and Quualitative Mixxed page, and the second paage is the Dattea Mining Taask for learnin
ng of
preferencees.
The third layer is a dataabase layer whhere the user ccan save data aand import andd export them
m into a database. A
web serveer associated with
w the domaain on Godadddy Web Hostting was reserrved for the oonline system. The
features foor web hostingg 150 GB of space, unlimitted websites aand bandwidthh, 500 email A
Accounts, and SQL
Server 20005 and MySQL
L databases.

Figure 3. Sofftware architeccture of the onnline shopping system
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5. System Methodologyy
An online shopping systtem has been pproposed to takke into accounnt user preferennces when lookking for an optimal
solution (A
Alanazi, Mouhhoub, & Moham
mmed, 2012; M
Mouhoub, Mohammed, & A
Alanazi, 2012). The objective
e is to
decide whhich configurattion (i.e. combbination of iteems) is the moost preferred aaccording to a set of prefere
ences
while resppecting some reequirements prrovided by thee user. Requireements and preeferences are rrepresented thrrough
the Semiriing-based Constraint Satisfacction Problem (SCSP) and C
CP-nets, respecctively.
The previoous work has been
b
extendedd to investigatee the applicabiility of learninng some user ppreferences. A new
componennt is proposed to learn preferrences and sugggest productss for users acccording to theiir interests. Fo
or the
time beingg, only one atttribute (brand)) is consideredd for new userrs. It is assum
med there is a sset of existing user
profiles. T
Then the ApriooriTid algorithm
m is applied too generate the frequent itemssets or productts. Once the usser is
registered and an accounnt is created, thhe user can chhoose his or heer preferred brrands. For exam
mple, the user may
show interrest in one of the following brands: Applee, Samsung, L
LG, Dell, Toshhiba and Sony. The system le
earns
the user’s interests in ordder to recomm
mend new prodducts. It is assuumed the user is able to speccify the prefere
ences
or brands as shown in the
t graphic usser interface illlustrated in Fiigure 4, and thhe minimum ssupport is equ
ual to
20%.
It is also aassumed there are four transsactions or reggistered users, and that the uusers have choosen their brands as
shown in T
Table 4. Figuree 5 shows the itemsets represented with a lattice, and thee minimum sup
upport is 20%. Each
node has iits support num
mber in order to compare it with the miniimum support of 20% to redduce the size of
o the
tree to findd the frequent itemsets. The interests for tthe first transaaction are {Appple, LG, Sonyy}, and the inte
erests
for the seccond transactioon are {Samsuung, LG, Dell}}. Once the syystem learns thhe user prefereences, it will apply
a
the ApriorriTid algorithm
m and generatee the frequent itemsets in orrder to suggestt products to aall users who share
common interests as shown
s
in Figgure 6. The ssystem will ggenerate a sppecific page ccalled “custom
mer’s
recommenndation” to eacch user in orderr to suggest prroducts based oon their prefereences as show
wn in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Preeference learninng page
w 5 itemsetss
Table 4. 4 Transactions with
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Figure 5. Redduce the size off the tree

Figgure 6. The useer’s recommenndation page
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6. Experim
mentation
The averagge time requirred to recomm
mend new itemss to users is prresented in thiis section. Twoo experiments have
been condducted with twoo different dataasets. The firstt experiment is based on synnthetic data generated below. The
second expperiment is baased on a dataaset imported ffrom the UCI KDD Archivee (UCI Knowlledge Discove
ery in
Databases Archive - htttp://kdd.ics.uci.edu/). The eexperiments w
were performedd on the onlinne store websiite in
order to ddetermine the average time needed to obbtain the list of recommenddations (frequuent itemsets). The
experimennts were comppleted via an abstract solveer containing two mini sollvers for CSP
P, CP-net (Ala
anazi,
Mouhoub, & Mohammeed, 2012) and A
AprioriTid. Thhe system is im
mplemented with the C# proggramming lang
guage
in a Microosoft Visual Sttudio 2010 ennvironment opeerating on a W
Windows 7 operating system
m. The experim
ments
were condducted on an Inntel Core i7 PC
C with a 2.7 GH
Hz CPU and 4 GB of RAM.
The synthetic data expeeriments were performed onn a dataset witth 6 k-itemsetts {Apple, Sam
msung, Dell, Sony,
S
Toshiba annd LG} and a varying numbber of transacttions, from 5 tto 40. It is asssumed the threeshold or minimum
support is equal to 30%
% where the iteemset is frequuent if it is choosen at least 3 times. Figuree 7 shows the time
needed (inn milliseconds)) to find the frrequent itemseets with a varyying number off transactions. Experimental tests
conductedd on random daatasets show thhe running tim
me of the ApriioriTid algorithhm increases w
when the minimum
support haas a low value and decreases when its valuee is high.

Min_SSupport = 3
1000
500
0
1 2 3 4
5 6 7

8

9 10 11
12 13

Numbeer of Transactiions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Numbeer of Transactio
ons 5 10 1
15 20 25 27
7 35 40 50
0 60 80 90 100
Runningg Time Milliseccond(s)

15 30 5
50 100 150 21
10 250 300 400
0 560 780 800 960

me needed to geenerate frequenncy
Figure 77. Running tim
The seconnd experiment was performedd with differennt transactionss from the UCII KDD archivee in order to obtain
the frequeent itemsets. Figure
F
8 repressents a samplee dataset withh 1199 transacctions tested w
with the Aprio
oriTid
algorithm in order to obttain the frequeent itemsets. Thhe number of ffeatures in the data is 257 buut Figure 9 disp
plays
additional features. Figuure 10 presentss four charts ffor the dataset with varying minimum suppports (5, 7, 10
0 and
15) along with the time required in seeconds, to findd the frequent itemsets. The running time increases when the
minimum support has a lower
l
value annd decreases w
when the minim
mum support iss higher.
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Figurre 8. UCI KDD
D datasets, andd sample of dattaset and sampple of features
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Figure 9. Ruunning time should be inside the circle in thhe GUI

Figure 10. Running tiime for UCI K
KDD datasets w
with threshold: 5, 7, 10, and 115
7. Conclussion and Futu
ure Work
A recomm
mender system based on userr preferences aand constraintss has been proposed. The ApprioriTid algorrithm
has been uused to find frrequent itemsets in order to recommend prroducts to useers. Experimenntal tests condu
ucted
on random
m datasets show
w the running time of the ApprioriTid algorrithm increasess when the minnimum supporrt has
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a low value and decreases when the value is high. Additional solutions and algorithmic techniques can be used in
this system in order to recommend products, and make it easier for users. New techniques for preferences and
constraints can be implemented and tested on the system to see if the latter can handle more complex preferences
and constraints. This recommender system can be generalized, and added to any interactive recommender
application where the user and customer are involved in the procedure of choosing their products.
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